We show that a decomposition of a simple polygon having n vertices, r of which are re ex, into a minimum number of convex regions without the addition of Steiner vertices can be computed in O(n + minfnr 2 ; r 4 g) time. A Java demo is available at
Introduction
Suppose that P is a simple polygon in the plane with n vertices, r of which are re ex|their interior angles are greater than . The minimum convex decomposition problem asks for a decomposition of the interior of P into the minimum number of convex regions.
There is an anomaly in the re- We note that Keil's dynamic programming algorithm can be implemented using stacks in place of a search structure, which eliminates the log r factor in the running time. Then we observe that the input can be reduced, in O(n) time, to a polygon that has the same minimum decomposition but only minfr 2 ; ng sides. If we apply a similar reduction when Steiner points are allowed, we obtain a polygon that has only O(r) sides. This may explain why the problem without Steiner points appears harder.
2 Dynamic programming for convex decomposition of simple polygons
Assume that we are given the n vertices of a polygon P = fp 0 ; p 1 ; : : : ; p n?1 g in counter-clockwise (ccw) order. A minimum decomposition without Steiner points must use diagonals of the polygon P , which are segments that join two vertices of P and whose interior remains strictly inside P . We de ne a subproblem for each diagonal d ij : let P ij denote the polygonal line p i , p i+1 , . . . , p j . Note that by adding the diagonal d ij to P ij we obtain a polygon inside P . The size of a subproblem is the number of vertices in P ij ; solving the subproblems from smallest to largest gives us a minimum decomposition of P 0(n?1) , which is also a minimum decomposition of P . We associate with P ij a weight w ij , which is the minimum number of diagonals needed to obtain a convex decomposition of this polygon. For certain convex decompositions that attain this weight, we store the pair of diagonals or edges incident to p i and p j that are also adjacent to the convex region adjacent to d ij , since these form the interface between subproblems on both sides of d ij . Speci cally, following Keil 4] , we store the narrowest pairs whose convex region in a small neighborhood of d ij does not contain the convex region of any other minimum decomposition of P ij . We store these in a stack so that the segments in order from bottom to top are in ccw order around p i and p j .
The crucial observation in Missing gure ijl.ps Figure 3 : Solve P ik using P ij and P jk .
solving the subproblem for P ik is that there is an optimum decomposition that uses a diagonal d ij , for i < j < k, and may use d jk or may merge the decomposition of P jk with the triangle p i p j p k . In the rst case, the narrowest pair with d ij is d jk . In the second, it is the narrowest edge at k that is compatible with d ij at j. This can be found by popping the stack until only one compatible pair remains.
Biased convex decompositions
To reduce the dependence on n, the input size, we can look for a biased decomposition. We begin with the de nition and properties of this decomposition. We say that a minimum convex decomposition is biased if each diagonal that ends at a convex vertex can neither be moved to the next vertex ccw, nor deleted and replaced by an RR-diagonal (re ex-re ex diagonal), while maintaining a convex decomposition.
We single out two speMissing gure redded.ps Figure 4 : Types of diagonals cial types of diagonals that end at convex vertices; these de nitions are illustrated in Figure 4 . A diagonal rp, with re ex vertex r and convex vertex p, is a re ex extension, or RE-diagonal, if by extending the next edge from r inside P we hit the vertex p or a polygon edge whose rst endpoint is p.
In a similar manner, we say that diagonal rp is a diagonal extension, or DE-diagonal, if by extending an RR-diagonal or RE-diagonal incident on r through the interior of P we hit the vertex p or a polygon edge with p as rst endpoint.
Lemma 1 In a biased, minimum convex decomposition of a polygon P , the lead diagonal at any convex vertex p i 2 P must be an RE-diagonal or DEdiagonal.
Notice that we now know a subset of vertices of P that can be used as endpoints of diagonals in a minimum, biased, convex decomposition|the set of vertices that can be endpoints of RE-diagonals or DEdiagonals. We can explicitly construct this set by ray shooting 3] in log n time per vertex, reduce P to a polygon that uses just a few more vertices, and run the dynamic programming algorithm on the reduced polygon.
For the decomposition that al- Figure 5 :
lows Steiner points, In the polygon P , mark the edges incident on re ex vertices, then shoot inside P from every re ex vertex along the extensions of the incident edges. Form polygon P 0 by omitting from P all vertices not incident to marked edges; P 0 has at most 7r vertices, and it becomes clear that the time complexity should be of the form O(n + r log n + T (r) 
